Welcome to the WTP webinar!

• We will get started at 12:00 p.m. EST.

• Everyone's audio is unmuted to facilitate questions and comments.

• **Please mute your own line when not speaking** (to minimize background noise and other disruptions). Thanks!
WTP Evaluation Community of Practice

March 6, 2017

Facilitator: Demia Wright, NIEHS WTP
Overview of Webinar

• Introductions
  – Name and Title

• Grantee Presentation from OAI

• Discussion on utility of and content for future calls

• Check-in on IDR common measures

• Questions for NIEHS
Purpose of the Evaluation Community of Practice [DRAFT]

Create a community of practice that allows WTP grantees to share evaluation methods and lessons learned, and provide feedback to NIEHS on moving evaluation forward for the program.
Grantee Presentation:
Donna McDaniel and Tippi Reed, OAI
Discussion:

Utility of and content for these calls in the future
Purpose of the Evaluation Community of Practice [DRAFT]

Create a community of practice that allows WTP grantees to share evaluation methods and lessons learned, and provide feedback to NIEHS on moving evaluation forward for the program.
Future Grantee Presentations

• What topics would you like to see covered?
  – What challenges are you facing?
  – What would you like to learn from each other?

• Email me if you are interested in presenting
  – Demia.Wright@nih.gov
Other Topics for Discussion, Sharing in the Future

• For example:
  – Sharing evaluation instruments/surveys
  – Story/anecdote gathering & sharing
  – Evaluation of mission-critical work
  – Review of national data from the DMS
  – Feasibility/utility of common measures in the HWWTP
  – Possible journal and conference submissions
    • See next slides
  – Other ideas?
Possible Journals for WTP Evaluation Papers

- Health and Safety/Environmental Health
  - New Solutions
  - Journal of Occupational and Environmental Hygiene
  - AJPH
  - Workplace Health and Safety
  - Environmental Health Perspectives

- Emergency Preparedness and Response
  - Journal of Emergency Management - ?
  - Disasters - ?

- Health Education, Adult Learning, Public Health Practice, and Evaluation
  - Health Education and Behavior
  - Health Promotion Practice
  - Pedagogy in Health Promotion: The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
  - Journal of Public Health Management and Practice
  - American Journal of Evaluation

- Infectious Disease Response
  - Ideas?
Possible Conferences for WTP Evaluation Abstracts/Panels

• **APHA**
  – Generally abstracts due in Feb

• **American Industrial Hygiene Conference**
  – Generally abstracts due (?)

• **American Evaluation Association**
  – Topical Interest Groups on Disaster and Emergency Management Eval; Health Eval; Education
  – **Accepting abstracts now:** Due March 16

• **Public Health Preparedness Summit**
  – Generally abstracts due in Oct
Possible Newsletters to Submit Stories

- **Environmental Factor**
  - submitted by NIEHS staff

- Other ideas?
How often

• Three times a year? Approximately:
  – March
  – September
  – December

• April – August downtime for reporting requirements, end of budget year tasks, and summer vacations?
  – Or have one in June?
Check-in:
Infectious Disease Response Program – use of common measures
Questions for NIEHS
Thank you!